RadioRA 2 Programming Checklist

This checklist is intended to provide reminders for the programming process, as well as when it is complete.

☐ Room Names

Use room names that will make sense to the customer. This information will be used for navigation in the Connect App.

☐ Zone Names

Use zone names that will make sense to the customer. These are the names that will be displayed in the Connect App.

☐ Model Numbers

The software can change the control’s model number based on the fixture wattage entered. If this happened without your knowledge, it could cause confusion during activation.

☐ Button Types

The software can change the control’s model number based on the fixture wattage entered. If this happened without your knowledge, it could cause confusion during activation. It is important to understand the different between Single/Multi-room scene, Toggle Control/Room monitoring, and Path of Light. Each button type will have different functionality and LED feedback.

☐ Occupancy/Vacancy

Remember to program both the occupied and unoccupied actions (if desired). Timeout can be set on the back of the sensor.

☐ Thermostat

Make sure to check the following items:

☐ At least one schedule programmed and enabled

☐ Attach seeTemp keypads

☐ Attach Temperature sensors
☐ **Check Timeclock Programming**

Make sure to check the following items:

☐ Correct days of week selected

☐ Devices are selected and levels, fades, and delays are set

☐ Check mode settings

☐ **Leave a copy of the latest database at the job site**

Databases can be extracted (Inclusive software only), however it is a good practice to save a backup copy on a CD or USB stick and leave it near the Main Repeater(s).